
The Making of Orthez :  Notes on designing of the Scenario...

You will find here “how to” the scenario of Orthez has been built. 
Designing a scenario is not very complicated with some method.

1 - Collecting the Documentation
Now, with internet, it’s quite easy to find plenty of informations on 
this period with any search engine. You will need at least infos on :
- the historical background
- the map of the battle
- the order of battle
- the unrolling of main actions during the battle.

The Old Bridge at Orthez  

For example, the information on the historical background has 
been found mainly on Wikipedia and allows an historical scenario.

2 - Building the Map
If you find a good map, you will already have almost all informa-
tions on terrain elements and placement of troops, at a given scale:

You can see the resulting image below, the hexgrid layer on top:

To “translate” this map into a  C&C Napoleonics  scenario one, I did 
the following steps (just a guideline, you can search your own way) : 
- draw a line beetween the two camps to visualize the “Line of Front”
- pivoting the image to put this line horizontal and with French down
   (in this case, it was near 110° to the right)
- in a layer transparent “calc”, place the hexgrid over your image.

It’s now easy to place correctly the different terrain elements and 
troops on the battle field. With GoogleEarth, you can even explore 
the battlefield as in live, to verify some points of relief, for example:

Above : the Ford at Souars on the Gave and in the left 
background, the hill where was the French reserve...

3 - Scaling the Troops
As you know, the scale is quite abstract and flexible in C&C
Napoleonics : this allow to respect the map scale and the order 
of battle. The important point seems to keep coherence between 
each camp with the three different types of troops. So, in Orthez:
- one unit of infantry is equivalent to about 3000 men 
- one unit of cavalry is equivalent to about 1200 horsemen
- one unit of artillery is equivalent to about 24 guns.

4 - Fixing the Rules of Play
The Camp which has initiative (British) moves first and get one 
more command card. Victory conditions are fixed to 7 banners : 
this is just above half the number of French units being routed. 
There are 2 terrain objectives for the British : their plan was to 
envelop the French army and to cut their Line of communication.
Any special rules must be simple and following the game system.

5 - Playtesting the Scenario
Important (and fun) phase for tuning the scenario and balancing 
the game. With François Gonçalves (Hawkmoon von Köln), we 
made some ,terrain and units placement, minor modifications.
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Command & Colors: Napoleonics 

Graphics used with permission of GMT Games LLC.  Unofficial Scenario not approved by R.Borg and GMT. 

Orthez  - 27 Feb 1814 

 
 

Historical Background 
After failing to defeat Wellington, Soult tried to confine 

the Anglo-Allied army in the extreme southwest corner of 

France. From December 1813 through January 1814, 

heavy rains brought operations to a standstill. 

 

 Finally, on February 14, Wellington launched his 

offensive. Soult assembled his remaining six divisions and 

his reserve behind the Gave d’Oleron River. Wellington 
quickly manoeuvred the French army out of its position on 

the Gave d'Oleron and Soult pulled back to  Orthez  on the 

Gave de Pau River. 

 

To open the battle, Beresford's divisions attacked Taupin's 

and Paris's men near the church and village of  St-Boes. 

They captured the church but were unable to force their 

way into St-Boes. The French right-wing commander, 

Reille launched a counterattack that drove the British out 

of the church as well. 

 
Watching this reverse from his command post near an 

ancient Roman camp, Wellington changed his plans. His 

holding attack with the 3rd and 6th Division would be 

converted into a head on assault. Meanwhile, he 

committed the Light Division between Beresford's effort 

against the French right and Picton's attack against the 

French center. Led by the 1/52nd Foot, the Light Division 

advanced up the narrow spur from the Roman camp. This 

move drove a wedge between Reille's right wing and 

D'Erlon's two center divisions. Hill's men crossed the river 

and started to envelop the French left. Picton's force fought 

his way onto the ridge in the centre. 

 

Soult, seeing his defences compromised, ordered a retreat : 

the French escaped across the Luy de Bearn River at Sault-
de-Navailles  in some disorder, blowing up the bridge 

behind them. ( Source : Wikipedia ) 

 
The stage is set. The battle lines are drawn and you are in 

command. Can you change history? 

Battle Notes 

British Army 

• Commander : Wellington 

• 6 Command Cards 

• Move First 

 

French Army 

• Commander : Soult 

• 5 Command Cards 

 

Victory 
7 Victory Banners 

 

Special Rules 
• None, but note that the Gave river is impassable except 

on tbe Bridges and the Ford. The Streams and Swamps 

around the old Roman camp are fordable. Note also 

there are two temporary victory banners objectives for 

the Anglo-Allied army (corresponding to the french line 

of communication).. 

 

by Pascal Dumat  &  François Gonçalves  –  Feb  2011 


